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Below is a list of the best crypto AI trading bots for 2024 that utilize artificial intelligence
to enhance your cryptocurrency trading experience. Begin your trading career with the
most appropriate bot for your needs.

 

 

Trading cryptocurrencies has skyrocketed in popularity over the past several years. The asset’s
value goes up and down all the time because of how volatile it is. This paves the way for a plethora
of trading possibilities. Traders may, therefore, occasionally reap more rewards with less time
invested than with other assets. However, substantial losses are also possible, as is customary.

 

There is a high learning curve associated with cryptocurrency trading because of the amount of
effort, time, and study required. Losses and blunders are commonplace for traders. For this reason,
a large number of traders, particularly those without expertise, favour the usage of artificial
intelligence crypto trading bots.

 

Here we will introduce you to nine of the best AI bots for crypto trading and explain what they are
and how they function.
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What are AI Crypto Trading Bots?
 

 

Crypto trading bots have been in use for a long time, and trade bots in general have been around for
a long time. Having said that, they’ve improved greatly throughout the years. Concurrently, other
technological fields have also been making strides, such as AI. Crypto trading bots powered by
artificial intelligence sprang out as the two industries began to converge.

 

The integration of AI into trading bots allowed engineers to design trading robots that were far
quicker, more accurate, and more efficient. More rapidly than any human being could ever hope to
analyze markets and respond to price changes, they are truly remarkable. They are able to act
swiftly by placing buy and sell orders once their predictions trigger price movement. Depending on
the market conditions, this enables them to place dozens of orders per day. Their real-time
responses streamline and simplify cryptocurrency trading. Our investigation has led us to the
following nine bots as being among the best available.
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5 Best AI Crypto Trading Bots for 2024
 

We’ll now explain how the best ai crypto platforms work, including supported exchanges, fees,
target markets, features, and much more.

 

 

1. Kryll – Marketplace for Crypto Trading Bots with
Hundreds of Automated Techniques
 

One of the biggest locations to buy AI trading bots is on Kryll, where you can find hundreds of bots
made by users using all sorts of different techniques. A whopping 75% of the trading bots on the site
outperform the market, according to Kryll. Annual returns of greater than 100% have been achieved
by top tactics.

 

With Kryll’s no-code strategy editor, traders can develop their own strategies or alter existing ones.
Traders can use the platform’s unique metrics, hundreds of common technical indicators, and risk
management rules and triggers.

 

 



Binance, KuCoin, Kraken, Crypto.com, Gate.io, and ByBit are just a few of the main cryptocurrency
exchanges that may automatically implement Kryll’s tactics.

 

Kryll takes a small percentage of each trade and requires traders to buy subscriptions for each bot
individually from the marketplace. Discounts on fees are available to users who hold the native
cryptocurrency token of Kryll, $KRL.

 

 

 

Pros

Marketplace with hundreds of ready-to-deploy bots.
Create bespoke trading strategies using proprietary indicators.
Integrates with nine main cryptocurrency exchanges.
75 percent of strategies outperformed the market.
Reduced costs for $KRL holders.

 

 

Cons

 

Pricing for various tactics can easily mount up.
There are no backtesting tools for custom strategies.

 

 

 

 

GET 10 USDT WELCOME BONUS
GET 10,055 USDT DEPOSIT BONUS
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2. Cryptohopper – Create Personalised AI Bots That Select
Strategies Depending on Situations
 

Cryptohopper is our pick for the best cryptocurrency trading algorithm overall and a top pick for
those just beginning to use crypto trading bots. This platform has many advantages: it supports over
one hundred tokens on fifteen exchanges and has over two hundred thousand users. Thus, its
monthly programs (which cost between $0 and $99 each) provide something for everyone.

 

 

 

 

Pros
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Free initial design
No code is needed.
Well-established platform with a substantial user base

 

Cons

 

Users have no phone support (ticketing only).
Added charges for signals

 

 

Why we choose it

 

There is an abundance of educational materials, templates, signals, and copybots available for
novices, while experts have the ability to develop and backtest their own strategies. Hosted in the
cloud for rapid deployment, Cryptohopper is our top overall recommendation due to its robust toolkit
and intuitive interface.

 

Exchanges:Bitfinex, Bitpanda Pro, Bittrex, Bitvavo, Coinbase Pro, Binance, Binance US, HitBTC,
Huobi Pro, KuCoin, Kraken, OKX, and Poloniex are all exchanges.

Fees: From $0 to $99 per month (annual discounts are offered).

Programming Languages: User interface; no programming is necessary.

 

 

GET 10 USDT WELCOME BONUS
GET 10,055 USDT DEPOSIT BONUS

 

3.Gunbot — Create personalised trading plans using text-
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based AI prompts.
 

Designed for proficient traders seeking a sophisticated cryptocurrency trading bot with extensive
features and a high level of customization. Gunbot possesses a multitude of functions, albeit with a
notable lack of user-friendliness. However, if one is prepared to surmount the initial learning curve,
the software can prove to be highly functional. The price of this instrument is indicative of its
suitability for highly proficient traders, namely those who possess expertise in developing their own
scripts.

 

 

Pros

Purchase only (with optional extras)
Plenty of command options for power users
Proven platform with a massive audience

 

 

Cons

 

Rapid acquisition of knowledge and skills
The smartphone app has a basic functionality of solely monitoring activity.

 



 

Why we choose it

 

Gunbot operates in a distinct manner compared to other bots, as it entails a single payment for the
acquisition of a software package. Consequently, the security of the software is contingent upon
your actions, and you possess the ability to resell the license or discontinue its usage if you are
dissatisfied. Gunbot boasts a thriving community that provides assistance and offers ready-made
scripts.

 

Exchanges: Beaxy, Binance, Binance Futures, Binance US, Bybit, Bitfinex, Bitmex, Bitmex Testnet,
Bitstamp, Bittrex, CEX, Coinbase Pro, Gate.io HitBTC, Huobi Global, Kraken, Kraken Futures,
MEXC, okGunbot, OKX, Poloniex, Txbit, and others accessible through the CCXT library.

 

Fees: Lifetime licenses are priced between .014 BTC and .04 BTC, and there are optional add-ons
available for an extra charge.

 

 

 

GET 10 USDT WELCOME BONUS
GET 10,055 USDT DEPOSIT BONUS
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4. Pionex—AI Chatbot Provided by an Automated Trading
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Platform
 

 

This is the greatest option for anybody looking for a popular exchange that offers free built-in
trading bots. Among the sixteen free trading bots offered by Pionex, users can find grid, DCA, and
arbitrage bots, among others.

 

 

Pros

 

Trading bots integrated into the exchange
Pay as you go with minimal or no monthly expenses

 

 

 

Cons

 

Less functionality is available in the free and premium plans compared to rivals.
Debit cards are not withdrawable.

 

 



Its zero-dollar price tag is enticing. The fact that the bots are already part of the exchange means
that users can skip the hassle of figuring out API integrations and get right to the top crypto trading
bot for their needs.

 

Exchanges： Pionex (offers arbitrage opportunities between spot and futures markets)

Fees: There is no monthly fee, however, a trading fee of 0.05% is charged for each grid trading
transaction.

Programming Languages: Graphical user interface, no coding necessary

 

 

GET 10 USDT WELCOME BONUS
GET 10,055 USDT DEPOSIT BONUS

 

 

 

5. Learn2Trade—Best Cryptocurrency Trading Bot with 79%
Success Rate
 

 

Learn2trade is a premier forex notifications service based in the United Kingdom that provides
alerts via artificial intelligence. Every major monetary market, including foreign exchange and
cryptocurrencies, is covered by the provider’s three to five established crypto AI daily signals.
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Features:

Traders who have utilized the program have praised its contemporary design.

The program is user-friendly and scalable.

 

 

Pros

 

It suits contemporary traders best.
It is uncomplicated to follow and implement.

 

 

Cons

There is no opportunity for a refund.
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Should I Use AI Crypto Trading Bot?
 

 

Many people think that new crypto traders would benefit greatly from using AI crypto trading bots.
Social trading and many bot trading strategies might be available on your preferred platform. Even
before a human trader gathers data, these automated algorithms may evaluate signals for trading
and make a judgment. They could be the ideal trading method for you because they work in real-
time and aren’t influenced by emotions. As soon as they are up and running, all you have to do is
keep an eye on how well they’re trading automatically.

 

 

You are the only one who can decide whether to utilize them or not. When you trade on your own,
though, you should be prepared to make some mistakes. While bots offer some advantages in the
cryptocurrency market, they may not be suitable for all traders. you get the best results, make sure
you set them up correctly. But if you’re still interested in giving them a go, the aforementioned items
can serve as a starting point.

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Choose the Best AI Crypto Trading Bot？
 

The majority of investors are currently utilizing the most effective AI components for cryptocurrency
trading in order to gain a competitive advantage. User discretion dictates which AI cryptocurrency
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trading programs are optimal. In accordance with their requirements and preferences, they will
select the most optimal algorithms. The crypto trading algorithms are optimal for novices because
they enhance the user’s experience. When it comes to selecting the most effective trading bots, the
user must receive superior customer care.
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How Do AI Crypto Trading Bots Work?
 

 

Now that we have a quick overview of how AI crypto trading works, let’s dive into the best bots.

Trading bots powered by artificial intelligence automatically sift through market data using
sophisticated algorithms and statistical models. The AI bot utilizes machine learning to adjust its
trading strategy depending on updated data and is connected to exchanges via API.

 

To name a few major advantages of AI crypto trading bots:

 

24/7 trading automation — Bots operate nonstop, irrespective of holidays, sick days, or
vacations. They have the ability to respond immediately to market fluctuations at any moment
of the day
Backtesting capabilities – Bots can test strategies against previous market data to determine
their performance before going live.
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Complex algorithms – Bots may discover patterns and generate insights that humans cannot
recognize.
Emotionless trading entails bots adhering to the data and being unaffected by fear, greed, or
other biases.
Speed – Bots can monitor news sources, analyze pricing, and place orders in milliseconds.

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAQs
 

Is there an AI bot that trades crypto?

Nowadays, you may find a plethora of AI-powered crypto trading bots. In the list above, you can see
that there are nine distinct possibilities.

 

Is AI crypto trading legal?

Using an AI trading bot is completely within the law. They are trading tools, so you are free to utilize
them in whatever way you see fit.

 

Are AI trading bots successful?

Most of the top-rated bots actually perform what they claim to do, and often better. Without a doubt,
there are bots that are either dishonest or useless. This is why it’s crucial to conduct independent
research prior to utilizing one.

What is the best crypto trading bot?

There is no such thing as “the best” bot because every bot has its own set of benefits. How basic or
sophisticated, how inexpensive or costly, it all relies on your needs. Be careful to check out the
aforementioned bots before making a commitment, as they are all quite efficient.
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How to Trade Crypto Futures on BTCC?
 

 

Now you can trade BTC on  BTCC. BTCC supports a diverse selection of cryptocurrencies for
trading. This includes popular cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin
(LTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), and others. BTCC also offers products such as crypto, gold, and
tokenized stocks to help investors rationally allocate their assets.

 

1. Register an Account

 

Join BTCC now and get up to 10,055 USDT when you deposit and trade. Click the button below to
sign up now.

Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!
Trade on BTCC Now

 

 

2. Deposit Funds

 

Once your account is set up, you’ll need to deposit funds into your BTCC account. BTCC may offer
various deposit methods such as bank transfers, cryptocurrency deposits, or other payment options.
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Choose the method that works best for you and follow the instructions provided to deposit funds into
your account. BTCC mainly offers USDT margin and future trading. Therefore, you need to buy
USDT  before trading.

 

 

How to Buy Tether USDT Guide

 

 

 

 

3.How to Trade BTC?

 

Here are the steps to trade BTC on BTCC

 

1) First, tap “Futures” on the website homepage

 

 

2) Select a product you would like to trade from the list here. BTCC currently offers daily and
perpetual futures

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/markets/buy/Tether USDt


 

 

 

3) Check time to settlement.  The settlement time of these futures type is different, you can check
the time for settlement for each product here.

 



 

 

 

4) After choosing product, you can decide whther you would like to buy or sell it.  You only need to
own USDT to trade USDT-margined futures.  That is to say you can sell BTCUSDT futures without
owing any BTC Coin.

 

 

 



5) Then select your order type, and choose your leverage.

 

 

 

 

If you choose Limit or SL/TP order, you will need to enter your order price here.

 

 

 



Enter the quantity or choose the percentage under the quantity field.

 

 

 

 

You can also set up stop loss or take profit targets to limit losses or maximise earnings.

 



 

 

 

6)After everything is set up, Buy or  Sell to play your order. A confirmation window will show up,
 check if all info is correct and click [Confirm] to open the position.

 

 

 

BTCC FAQs

1.Can U.S. traders use the BTCC exchange?



Of course, BTCC accepts US traders on its platform. They can sell, purchase, or trade bitcoins in the
excess marketplace using the BTCC exchange. And, of course, any USD deposits must be KYC-
verified first.

 

2.What can you trade on the BTCC?

BTCC allows users to trade over 300 crypto futures, including USDT-margined and coin-margined
options. Traders can use up to 225x leverage to enhance their trades. Furthermore, the site provides
handy choices for both cryptocurrency and fiat deposits.

 

3.Is BTCC the ideal exchange for you?

If Bitcoin trading is your top priority, BTCC is definitely the finest exchange for you. This company
has been focused on Bitcoin since 2011 and provides a user-friendly platform for all types of traders,
both experienced and new.

 

4.Is the BTCC Exchange trustworthy?

BTCC has a 13-year track record of secure operations, with zero security problems. Along with this,
it has adopted current security measures, making it a safer and more trustworthy environment than
its contemporaries.

 

Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!
Trade on BTCC Now

 

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS
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About BTCC
 

 

BTCC is one of the world’s oldest and most popular bitcoin exchanges. Bobby Lee created it in 2011,
with its headquarters initially located in Shanghai, China. BTCC contributed significantly to the early
development of the Bitcoin and cryptocurrency ecosystems.

 

BTCC initially concentrated on Bitcoin trading, but it gradually expanded its capabilities to cover
other cryptocurrencies as well. The exchange allows users to purchase, sell, and trade numerous
cryptocurrencies, including as Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), and Bitcoin Cash
(BCH), among others.

 

BTCC has received recognition for its strong trading platform, liquidity, and security precautions.
The exchange provides features such as spot trading, margin trading, and futures trading to
accommodate various types of traders and investors. It gives consumers real-time access to market
data, order books, and trading charts, allowing them to make informed trading decisions.

 

BTCC has undergone various alterations throughout the years in order to adapt to the changing
regulatory landscape. It expanded its activities abroad, opening offices in other countries to serve a
global customer base. However, cryptocurrency legislation and availability may differ based on
jurisdiction.

 

As the cryptocurrency market evolves, BTCC remains a significant player in the industry, providing a
variety of services and contributing to the growth and development of the crypto ecosystem.

 

BTCC Pros
 

Established Reputation: BTCC is one of the oldest and most well-known cryptocurrency
exchanges, having been operational since 2011. Its history in the market enhances its
credibility and trustworthiness.

 



A Diverse Selection of Cryptocurrencies: BTCC allows customers to access and exchange a
wide range of digital assets.

 

Margin and Futures Trading: BTCC provides margin and futures trading options, allowing
customers to expand their trading holdings and potentially increase their profits.

 

Proficient Trading Instruments: such as real-time market data, trading charts, and
technical analysis indicators. These tools can help users make informed trading decisions.

 

Security Measures: BTCC values security and uses a variety of safeguards to secure
customer payments and information. This includes two-factor authentication (2FA) and cold
storage of cryptocurrency assets.

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

BTCC Bonus

BTCC bonuses apply to different categories of users. You can deposit and receive up to 10,055
USDT.  Every new user gets a 10 USDT coupon after completing their registration. You will also get
an additional 20 USDT coupon on completing your KYC verification.

Bonus On First Deposit And Trade
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You will get a bonus worth 10 USDT when you deposit 200 USDT and above within 7 days of opening
an account. The reward includes a 5 trading fund and a 5 USDT coupon.

 

 

 

If the deposit is 500 USDT and above, you will get a 20-trading fund. Furthermore, if you make a
cumulative deposit of 2000 USDT within 30 days of opening an account, you will get a 30 USDT
trading fund. Trading within 7 days of signing up will also earn you a 20 USDT coupon.

 

 

 

BTCC Futures Trading Bonus

 

You can earn bonuses from trading futures on BTCC within a stipulated time.

 



A cumulative future trade of 200,000 USDT and above will earn you a 10 USDT trading fund
and a 200 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 500,000 USDT and above will earn you a 20 USDT trading fund
and a 300 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 1 million and above will earn you a 50 USDT trading fund and
a 500 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 5 million USDT and above will earn you a 125 USDT trading fund
and a 1000 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 10 million USDT and above will earn you a 250 USDT trading
fund and a 2000 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 20 million USDT and above will earn you a 500 USDT trading
fund and a 5000 USDT coupon.



Other Bonus
Invite a Friend

Invite a friend to BTCC to get a 25% rebate on their trading fees. You can get up to 530 USDT in
rewards per referral.

[TRADE_PLUGIN]BTCUSDT,ETHUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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